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The children call Muhammad ‘The Godfather.’ He watches over them on their way to and from 

school with a protective eye. For the rest of the day he is the goat father. Fifty-eight scraggy 

creatures scour the terrain for woody shrubs or tufts of dried grass. Muhammad keeps them on 

track. Tapping round their chipped hooves with a smooth stick. Their path takes them down to the 

dusty floor of a wadi. Lifting one of the weaker kids onto his shoulder, Muhammad’s sandals 

scramble up the bank of scree. Water is sparse but he always manages to find just enough to keep 

the herd hydrated. If there’s danger he’ll do his best to drive away the threat. His voice a powerful 

weapon.  

 As the afternoon arrives so does the intense heat. Muhammad leads the goats back to their 

shaded pen, counting them in. He feeds his stick through the gaps in the gate to hold it closed. 

Lunch is the same as always — rice and lentils with a lump of stale bread, washed down with a cup 

of warm water. He murmurs to the south-west. Standing, bowing, sitting, kneeling.    

 It’s not far to the village. As he passes food stalls and cattle sales he sets his eyes on the 

mosque. The building is occupied by dust now, the gold paint stripped by the sun. The marble 

floors are scarred and cracked. The tower is unstable, its walls a patchwork of missing bricks. But a 

narrow staircase remains accessible, watched over by Allah.  

 Reaching the top, Muhammad unfolds his blanket and lays it out in front of the balcony. He 

takes his time to lower his heart rate and control his breathing. Slow inhale, steady exhale. In 

through the nose. Out through the mouth. His body nestles down. At first his elbows and knees ache 

under the pressure and his back burns. After a while the pain numbs. The children come running, 

just under sixty of them. Their laughs float through the village, picked up by the wind like the kites 

that used to own the sky, as Muhammad adjusts his scope and chambers a round.  

 


